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The insular cortex is the primary cortical site devoted to taste

processing. A large body of evidence is available for how

insular neurons respond to gustatory stimulation in both

anesthetized and behaving animals. Most of the reports

describe broadly tuned neurons that are involved in processing

the chemosensory, physiological and psychological aspects of

gustatory experience. However little is known about how these

neural responses map onto insular circuits. Particularly

mysterious is the functional role of the three subdivisions of the

insular cortex: the granular, the dysgranular and the agranular

insular cortices. In this article we review data on the

organization of the local and long-distance circuits in the three

subdivisions. The functional significance of these results is

discussed in light of the latest electrophysiological data. A view

of the insular cortex as a functionally integrated system

devoted to processing gustatory, multimodal, cognitive and

affective information is proposed.
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Introduction
The gustatory cortex (GC) is the least understood among

primary sensory cortices. GC’s localization within the

insular cortex (IC) was established only relatively recently

in the history of neuroscience [1,2]. The rarity of gusta-

tory symptoms in neurological conditions, the location of

the insular cortex, nested deeply within the Sylvian

sulcus, and the sparse responsiveness to gustatory stimuli

in anesthetized preparations are only some of the reasons

for this late discovery. The identification of circuits

responsible for taste processing has been further compli-

cated by the inherently multimodal and affective nature

of this sense. In more recent years, however, the interest

in IC has been steadily increasing. Here we will discuss

emerging evidence about the local and long distance
www.sciencedirect.com 
circuits mediating the processing of gustatory experience

in IC. We will focus on results obtained from rodents and

pertaining to the gustatory part of IC.

Insular cortex
In primates the taste-processing part of the insular cortex

occupies the portion of cerebral cortex above the claus-

trum and located deep within the Sylvian sulcus [3]. In

rodents the same structure is located on the lateral portion

of the hemisphere, mostly dorsal to the rhinal sulcus, with

the exception of a small portion ventral to it and adjacent

to the olfactory cortex [4–6].

The insular cortex is divided into three cytoarchitectural

subdivisions that can be identified in the dorso-ventral

plane: the granular (dorsal), the dysgranular (intermediate)

and the agranular (ventral) subdivisions [3,7,8] (Figure 1a).

This nomenclature reflects the progressive disappearance

of the granular layer (i.e. layer IV) and a change in laminar

organization. Layer IV is present in the granular IC (gIC),

dysmorphic in the dysgranular (dIC) and absent in the

agranular (aIC). gIC has a classical six layered structure,

dIC has a thinner and fainter layer IV and aIC appears as a

tri-laminar structure, with no layer IV and a fusion between

layers V and VI. Hence IC appears as a transitional area and

its architecture progressively morphs from a standard neo-

cortical template to a trilaminar-like structure as it

approaches the paleocortex (Figure 1a).

Very little information is available on the functional

organization of insular circuits involved in taste proces-

sing. While it is reasonable to expect that circuits in the

gIC may share some similarities with its dorsal neighbor,

the somatosensory cortex, such a priori assumption cannot

be made for dIC and aIC. Recent optical imaging exper-

iments relying on voltage sensitive dyes (VSD) directly

compared the patterns of activation to intracortical stimu-

lation of barrel cortex and insular cortex at its transition

between the gIC and dIC [9�]. Electrical stimulation of

layer IV of the barrel cortex and its equivalent depth in IC

revealed differences and similarities between these struc-

tures. While stimulation elicited some degree of columnar

activity in both cases, the vertical spread of activity in IC

was more pronounced than in somatosensory cortex. Data

showing correlated activity among neighboring neurons

[10,11] as well as results from studies relying on optical

imaging [12�,13] may confirm the columnar organization

of IC.

Functional integration within insular circuits
Despite the evidence of a vertical spread of signals in gIC

and dIC, the three subdivisions of IC should not be
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Summary of long-distance and local connections of the insular cortex in the rat. (a) Coronal view of the region of the rat’s brain containing the

somatosensory cortex, the insular cortex and the piriform cortex. The three subdivisions of the insular cortex and the input areas are color coded: dark

green corresponds to the granular insular cortex, light green to the dysgranular insular cortex and light blue to the agranular insular cortex. Overlaid in

gray on the coronal view is a schematic outline of the cortical layers. The semi-transparent line between L5 and L6 in agranular insular cortex indicates

the fading boundary between these two layers. Abbreviations: aIC: agranular insular cortex, BLA: basolateral amygdala, CeA: central amygdala, CoA:

anterior cortical nucleus, dIC: dysgranular insular cortex, EN: endopiriform nucleus, gIC: granular insular cortex, LA: lateral amygdala, LHA: lateral

hypothalamic area, MD: mediodorsal thalamic nucleus, mPFC: medial prefrontal cortex, OB: olfactory bulb, PBN: parabrachial nucleus, PH: posterior

hypothalamic nucleus, Pir: piriform cortex, PRh: perirhinal cortex, S1: somatosensory cortex, area 1, S2: somatosensory cortex area 2, VPLpc:

ventroposterolateral thalamic nucleus, parvicellular part, VPMpc: ventroposteromedial thalamic nucleus, parvicellular part. (b) Schematic of the feed-

forward, feed-back interconnectivity between gIC, dIC and aIC. The smaller arrows connecting gIC with aIC reflect the sparser connection between

these two areas.
considered as independent compartments. Tracing stu-

dies have revealed a pattern of feedforward and feedback

interconnectivity among these regions [7]. gIC projects

diffusely to all the layers of dIC, dIC projects back to

layers I and VI of gIC and diffusely to aIC. In addition aIC

projects to layers I and VI of dIC and gIC (Figure 1b). No

study has systematically investigated the functional

strength of the feedforward/feedback loops between

the different layers of the three divisions. VSD imaging

data are however available to confirm the spread of

activity across the different regions of IC [9�,14–17].

Electrical stimulation of the superficial layers (300 mm

below the pial surface) of gIC, dIC or aIC results in

spatiotemporal patterns of activation that spread to

the entire IC, although activation of gIC appears to

be less effective in exciting the superficial layers of

aIC [14]. Stimulation of the intermediate layers of dIC

induces a wave of activity that propagates vertically to

the deep layers of dIC, travels obliquely to the deep

layers of aIC and, to a lesser extent, horizontally to the
Current Opinion in Neurobiology 2012, 22:709–716 
intermediate layers of aIC [17]. In vivo VSD analysis of

the spatiotemporal dynamics of excitation in IC further

reveals that the extensive cross-talk between gIC, dIC

and aIC occurs along both the dorso-ventral and rostro-

caudal axes [14–16]. These spatiotemporal dynamics are

shaped not only by horizontal excitatory projections, but

also by local inhibitory circuits [14,15]. This result

suggests the possibility that modulations of inhibition,

probably mediated by noradrenergic or cholinergic trans-

mission [18,19], could change the functional connectivity

between gIC, dIC or aIC. The communication between

the different subdivisions of IC can also be modulated by

plastic changes in the circuit [16].

Bottom-up and top-down inputs of the insular
cortex
The connections between IC and other regions are well

described and add complexity to the anatomical and

functional organization of this cortical area (Figure 1a).

Gustatory information reaches IC via the parvicellular
www.sciencedirect.com
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portion of the ventroposteromedial nucleus of the

thalamus (VPMpc) and, to a lesser extent and only in

rodents, via the parabrachial nucleus (PBN) located in the

pons. gIC and dIC are the main recipients of gustatory

information as they receive inputs from the VPMpc and

PBN [4,20,21]; only a very small contingent of VPMpc

fibers and a moderate projection from PBN reaches aIC

[21,22]. Thalamic fibers terminate diffusely in all the

cortical layers, with a slight bias for the intermediate

layers [4,20].

Inputs to the gustatory portion of IC are not limited to

taste. The thalamus (ventroposterolateral parvicellular

nucleus – VPLpc) and PBN can also relay visceral infor-

mation [4,6]. Other sensory areas are also densely con-

nected with IC. The somatosensory cortex, for instance,

sends projections carrying tactile information about the

mouth and the tongue to gIC and dIC [7,23]. Electro-

physiological and optical recordings of brain slices con-

taining IC and somatosensory cortex revealed an

oscillatory interplay between these two areas [24]. Sen-

sory information pertaining to other sensory modalities,

i.e. olfactory [22,25,26] and auditory [27,28], appears to

preferentially target aIC. Particularly relevant from a

functional standpoint are the projections from the olfac-

tory system. The olfactory bulb and the piriform cortex

project directly to aIC [22,25,26]. These inputs could play

a large role in the integration and association between

taste and olfaction that is known to involve also IC [29�].

Beyond sensory inputs, IC also integrates affective,

anticipatory and reward-related information coming from

limbic areas. Regions like the mediodorsal thalamus

(MD), the prefrontal cortex, the rostral insular cortex

(an area adjacent to the orbitofrontal cortex), the baso-

lateral nucleus of amygdala (BLA), the lateral hypothala-

mus (LHA), the ventral tegmental area (VTA) and the

parahippocampal region are all known to project to the

region of IC involved in processing taste [4,7,30–34]. With

few exceptions, namely LHA that projects to all the

subdivisions, inputs from these areas target mainly aIC

and dIC [4].

To simplify the picture depicted above, one could con-

ceptualize the inputs to IC as segregated into ‘bottom-up’

gustatory afferents and ‘top-down’ limbic or multisensory

inputs. The former appear to target mostly gIC and dIC,

while the latter project to dIC and aIC. On the grounds of

this anatomical organization one could imagine the three

subdivisions being equivalent to primary, secondary and

tertiary gustatory cortex, each of which may process

different aspects of the gustatory experience [7,35]. How-

ever, the robust reciprocal interactions between these

areas, as well as anatomical data showing a more complex

and overlapping pattern of connectivity with limbic and

other sensory areas, argue in favor of a more integrative

view. Since all three of the subdivisions are themselves
www.sciencedirect.com 
sources of corticofugal fibers [4,7], it is reasonable to think

of gIC, dIC and aIC as an integrated system working in

parallel rather than serially. Therefore, no subdivision is

just an input or an output stage, but instead each receives

partially overlapping information, integrates it and feeds

it back to their inputs as well as to other targets. The

complex reciprocal connections with sensory, visceral and

limbic areas are likely to mediate an extremely dynamic

and integrated flow of information.

Coding of taste quality in IC
Most of the research on taste processing over the past

years has been directed at understanding how neurons in

IC process the basic taste qualities, that is, sweet, salty,

sour, bitter and umami. Extracellular recordings in

anesthetized rodents [36–38,39��,40] have shown that

while the majority of taste processing neurons are located

in gIC and dIC, neurons in aIC can also display gustatory

responses [36,41]. This result is consistent with evidence

of direct VPMpc inputs to gIC and dIC and with indica-

tions that these two subdivisions might relay gustatory

signals to aIC. While responses in all three subdivisions

are generally broadly tuned [42,43], neurons in gIC

appear more taste-selective than those in dIC [36]. Within

each subdivision taste responsive neurons are distributed

across all the cortical layers with a preference for the

intermediate layers [39��] and L5 [37,41,44], where

thalamic inputs appear to be denser [4,20].

Studies aimed at understanding how IC neurons process

taste quality have traditionally relied on averaging

firing responses over multiple seconds after stimulus

delivery. This approach has neglected the fact that

neural responses in IC are exquisitely time-varying

[45,46]. Single neurons respond to gustatory stimuli with

complex modulations in the time-course of their firing

rates. Taste-evoked changes in firing rates can display

different latencies, durations and rhythmic patterns

[39��,47,48,49��,50,51]. The behavioral significance of

these temporal profiles has been the focus of intense

investigation (see below), however very little is known

about how these dynamics map onto insular circuits.

Recent results have shown that interneurons produce

responses lasting longer than pyramidal cells [39��].
Given the organization of inputs to IC it is extremely

likely that the position of neurons within insular circuits

will also be a key factor associated with different response

patterns. More work is however necessary to understand

how firing dynamics relate to cell types, location within

insular circuits (i.e. layers and subdivisions) and connec-

tivity patterns.

While not much is known about how different elements

in gIC, dIC and aIC process taste, more attention has

been devoted to the search for a spatial map of taste

qualities on the surface of IC [12�,13,52]. Recent analyses

of neural activity, using intrinsic or calcium imaging, show
Current Opinion in Neurobiology 2012, 22:709–716
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Figure 2
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Neural responses in the insular cortex. (a) Hot spots of neurons narrowly tuned to specific taste qualities in the gustatory region of the insular cortex.

Top. Diagram of the location of GC (yellow region) in the rodent brain. MCA: middle cerebral artery; RV: rhinal veins; LOT: lateral olfactory tract. Scale

bar: 1 mm. Bottom. Diagram of GC indicating four hot spots each containing about 30% of neurons that are narrowly tuned for one specific taste

quality (red: bitter; green: sweet; orange: salty; yellow: umami). The representations for each quality appear spatially segregated. Scale bar: 0.5 mm. (b)

Overlap and plasticity of taste maps. Top. Map of the region of insular cortex activated by four taste qualities: bitter (red), sweet (green), salty (orange)

and sour (light blue). The maps show a large spatial overlap between qualities. Bottom. Plasticity of taste maps following aversive conditioning of

sucrose. Left: baseline maps of the regions activated by bitter (red) and sweet (green) stimuli. Middle: regions activated by bitter and sweet stimuli

following aversive conditioning to sucrose. Note the increase in overlap between sweet and bitter representations. Right: restoration of the original

map following extinction of the aversive memory. Scale bar: 0.5 mm. (c) Cues activated taste responsive neurons in the gustatory portion of rodent

insular cortex. Left. Double labeling of neurons in the gustatory cortex using two immediate early genes (H1a: red; c-fos: green). Neurons were double

labeled with H1a and c-fos allowing for the identification of populations of neurons that were activated by two stimuli delivered at successive time

points (epoch 1 E1 or epoch 2 E2). Right. Bar plot representing the proportion of neurons double labeled in response to: exposure to the same tastant

(black), exposure to a predictive cue and the predicted tastant (white); exposure to a non-predictive cue and a tastant (gray). Note that the predictive

cue activates the same population of neurons that were activated by the stimulus associated with the cue. (d) Anticipatory firing in gustatory cortex.

Top. Population peri-stimulus time histogram (PSTH) of gustatory cortical neurons in response to tastants self-administered following an auditory cue.

Time = 0 corresponds to the time of self-delivery. Note the ramp of anticipatory activity preceding self-administration. Shading around the trace

indicates the standard error of the mean. Bottom. Raster plots (above) and PSTHs (below) of two neurons in response to anticipatory cues. Time = 0

corresponds to the onset of the auditory cue. The left panel depicts a neuron with an excitatory response to the cue, the right panel shows a neuron

with an inhibitory response. Blue diamonds indicate the timing of self-delivery.

Panels were taken and modified from a: [12�]; b: [42]; c: [57��] and d: [60��].
that responses to different taste qualities appear to be

spatially organized in the superficial layers of gIC and dIC

[12�,13,53�] (Figure 2a and b). The extent to which

responses are spatially segregated is however unclear.
Current Opinion in Neurobiology 2012, 22:709–716 
Intrinsic imaging data show some functional segregation

and a large degree of overlap between the areas activated

by different taste qualities [13] (Figure 2b). This result

was recently challenged by calcium imaging experiments
www.sciencedirect.com
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in which sweet, salty, umami and bitter tastes appear to be

coded by a small contingent of topographically isolated

narrowly tuned neurons [12�] (Figure 2a). Since all of the

mapping studies were performed in anesthetized prep-

arations, the extent to which this spatial organization is

reshaped by behavior in alert animals is at the moment

unknown. The strong influence of learning on spatial

mapping [53�] (Figure 2b) however suggests a high

degree of behavioral-dependent and state-dependent

plasticity [54�].

Multiplexing of gustatory information in IC
The variety of inputs to IC, ranging from gustatory to

multisensory and limbic, and the functional integration

between gIC, dIC and aIC suggest that the gustatory

portion of IC might play a role that goes beyond the

‘simple’ coding of taste quality. The results obtained from

experiments on alert animals are entirely consistent with

this view and argue in favor of the functional integration of

multiple sensory, cognitive and affective signals within IC.

Neurons in IC are inherently multimodal [43]. Nocicep-

tive [11], thermal [55], visceral [22,56], somatosensory

[28,48,55], olfactory [57��], visual [58] and auditory

[27,28,59,60��] signals are all known to be processed in

IC. Particularly well-studied is the modulation from

somatosensory inputs [48,49��]. Recordings from the area

of IC that processes taste unveiled two patterns of soma-

tosensory activity: phasic tactile responses to intraoral

delivery of solutions [48] and licking-related rhythmic

activity [49��]. Phasic and short-latency tactile responses

to stimulus delivery are believed to communicate the

arrival of a fluid in the mouth. Licking-related rhythmic

activity, on the contrary, favors the processing of gustatory

information, enhances the ability to discriminate taste

quality and is modulated by learning. It is important to

note that somatosensory and chemosensory information

are not necessarily segregated in IC; indeed the same

neurons can be modulated by both modalities.

IC neurons can also be activated by auditory and olfactory

stimulation [28,57��,59,60��]. These signals are known to

reach aIC and, to some extent, dIC. Auditory and olfactory

cues become particularly effective in activating IC when

they anticipate the availability of a gustatory reward

[57��,59,60��]. Double labeling analyses of immediate

early gene expression reveal an overlap in the neural

population activated by sucrose and by the cue anticipating

it (Figure 2c). Electrophysiological recordings from

the insular cortex of behaving animals confirm this

result [60��], generalize it to the visual domain [58], and

uncover its functional implications [60��]. Auditory cues

instructing the subject to press a bar for gustatory stimu-

lation trigger expectation-related responses in insular

neurons (Figure 2d). Cues induce patterns of insular

cortical activity similar to those evoked by gustatory

stimuli. This anticipatory priming of cortical activity
www.sciencedirect.com 
results in faster encoding of gustatory information [60��].
These results are consistent with prior suggestions of a

tight relationship between pre-stimulus changes in back-

ground firing activity, anticipation and gustatory proces-

sing [49��,61��,62–64]. These results also confirm the

degree to which neurons respond exclusively to one

modality is limited; indeed anticipatory/attentional cues

of multiple modalities can effectively activate neurons that

are also involved in the processing of chemosensory infor-

mation [57��,59,60��]. Little is known of the neural basis

underlying anticipatory cue-responses. However recent

results convincingly point to BLA as a necessary source

of anticipatory signals [60��]. Other areas involved in the

processing of rewards, i.e. MD, frontal cortices and LHA,

as well as areas responsible for controlling the state of

cortical networks, are also likely to play a fundamental role.

Another example of how information from multiple

sources is integrated in IC comes from studies showing

that neurons that encode taste quality can also respond to

the hedonic value of taste [50,51]. Learning the aversive-

ness [51] or the desirability [29�] of a novel stimulus alters

its perceived palatability without modifying its chemo-

sensory identity. While perceptually independent, both

these variables can be processed by the same neurons

along the time course of its firing response [47,51,65].

This integration is probably mediated by functionally

overlapping inputs from VPMpc and amygdala (and

possibly other reward-related areas). The convergence

on the same neurons of these two inputs has not been

studied yet, however multiple lines of evidence support

the involvement of amygdala in shaping taste-evoked IC

activity [51,65,66�].

Finally, another effect of the convergence of multiple

inputs on IC is the state dependency of taste responses.

Work from different groups has shown how changes in the

physiological [67] and psychological state [50] of the

animal results in modifications of IC activity. Both satiety

and arousal affect taste processing, with the latter result-

ing in dramatic modifications of how palatability is per-

ceived and encoded by neural ensembles.

Conclusion
The results described in the previous paragraph, together

with evidence of how learning and behavioral states shape

the processing of gustatory experience, are the likely con-

sequence of the anatomical organization of IC. A variety of

inputs carrying gustatory, multisensory, reward-related and

affective information enter IC through different routes

(gIC, dIC and aIC). As it gets processed, this information

propagates within all the subdivisions and generates time-

varying responses. According to electrophysiological evi-

dence from alert animals, the extent to which inputs in IC

are functionally segregated in multiple sensory or beha-

vioral labeled-lines appears to be minimal. Instead, infor-

mation is multiplexed in the temporal structure of single
Current Opinion in Neurobiology 2012, 22:709–716
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neuron firing and is adjusted to the behavioral state of the

animal. The final outcome is a cortical structure whose

perceptual and behavioral function is multifaceted and

dependent upon the context [54�,68]. How this integration

is achieved by insular circuits is currently unknown. While

a lot of work and multiple approaches will be needed to

address how insular circuits process the various aspects of

gustatory experience, the recent surge in interest for this

area promises exciting times ahead.
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